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ABSTRACT 
 
In educating emerging leaders to meet the challenges of tomorrow’s non-traditional conflicts, the DoD must take 
advantage of new pedagogical and technological methods and venues that provide the learner with perceived risk 
reduction during education processes. The authors discuss how budding commanders must deeply and effectively 
experience geopolitical, historical, sociological and psychological material to improve their risk analyses and 
management to produce decisiveness in complex, diverse situations. An environment is described where they can 
engage regularly with lower thresholds for taking risks: emotional, intellectual, social and (virtual) physical. This 
will drive them to truly expand their “live” knowledge base. This paper sets out how High Performance Computing 
(HPC) is the catalytic enabler for creating complex innovative learning environments in which young leaders can 
most thoroughly engage with the dynamic situations that they must master to be most effective. The ability of HPC 
to manage manifold complex factors will allow the DoD to create learning modules that recognize and ameliorate 
the elements of risk-taking that the learner undergoes when faced with new knowledge. Didactic instruction should 
be almost entirely provided by this advance in computer-aided education, with the live instructor focusing on the 
role of coach and guide for the preparation before, and reflection after, the use of the virtual learning environment. 
There is a valuable cadre of highly experienced leadership instructors who are skilled in integrating didactic 
material with successful field experience. The DoD can develop the technology to leverage the capabilities of those 
few instructors to make their talents universally available by capturing their input for HPC-enabled virtual learning 
environments.  The goal is to radically alter instructional interfaces to enhance vital pedagogical processes and 
thereby improve educational outcomes in fundamental and transformational ways. Documented support for the 
stated propositions and detailed analyses based on experience are set forth. 
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